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CurcuminRich™ Theracurmin™
#1 absorbed form of curcumin‡
• Most advanced and studied form of curcumin available
• Backed by the most clinical trials of any curcumin product
• Contains only natural ingredients, no synthetic compounds

‡

Scientific scrutiny revealed that Theracurmin was more bioavailable on a milligram-to-milligram basis than other leading* enhanced and regular forms of curcumin. *As measured by SPINS 2014 data.
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Theracurmin is recommended
by naturopaths across Canada.
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really works. We
have the studies
to prove it.
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relief
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inflammation
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Floor Display

‡

Scientific scrutiny revealed that Theracurmin was
more bioavailable on a milligram-to-milligram basis
than other leading* enhanced and regular forms of
curcumin. *As measured by SPINS 2014 data.
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Put Bell to work for you.
Bell Lifestyle brings you effective natural formulations
and proactive support for your business. Our account
managers are available to answer your questions and
provide you with the tools you need to reach out to new
customers and keep regulars coming back!

Call a Bell Account
Manager Today!

BellLifestyle.ca

1-800-333-7995
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Editorial

Integrating customer service
and techology is the key to
retail success in the future
by Bruce W. Cole

echnology is not one of my
strengths. For example, we just
bought a new kitchen kettle. It has
eight control buttons on it. Eight. To me,
it was like looking at the dashboard of a
747. It took me two days to hack in to
make a cup of tea.
Yet, I press on. Every few months, I buy
a technology-related book and read it,
doing my best to understand this relentless, amazing, mysterious world. I loved
reading The Innovators, a marvelous history of how the computer age got its start
in the mid 1800’s. It addressed each important stage of the development of the
computer, the internet, smart phones
and all of the other technological
gadgets we used every single day.
Fascinating!
My latest reading is The Four: The Hidden DNA of Amazon, Apple, Facebook
and Google. It was written by Scott Galloway, a professor at NYU’s school of
business. He tells the story of how the
four have “infiltrated our lives so completely that they’re almost impossible to
avoid.”
He is an entertaining writer who brings
very complex information and makes it
fun and easy to understand.
He’s also a little irreverent at times, and
is not afraid to use the occasional expletive to make his point when he is raging
at one of the Four.
Much of the book focuses on retail and
how Amazon is changing it. Honestly, it
was depressing reading how Amazon is
crushing bricks and mortar. (In 2016,
Amazon grew by 40 per cent in the U.S.,
while all other retail grew by just four per
cent.) Galloway says much of the growth
can be attributed to the fact the giant online retailer “eases the pain of shopping
drudgery for items like toothpaste or
eco-friendly diapers.”

T

Just when the book was totally bumming me out, the author threw out some
hope for traditional retail: “Most consumers don’t want to be equal; they want
to be special. And a sizeable fraction of
the population will pay a premium for that
attention. That fraction also tends to be
the consumer with the most disposable
income.”
He says consumers are looking for expertise and points to The Gap as the
company that “truly defined the specialty
retail era” by investing not in advertising
but in the in-store experience. “The death
of physical stores has been vastly overstated. So, stores are here to stay, but so
is e-commerce.”
It seems retail in Canada is doing okay
for the moment. An article by Ed Strapagiel on retail-insider.com referred to
the latest Statistics Canada, saying yearto-date Canadian retail sales were up
seven per cent by November 2017 and
retail sales growth was on track to come
in at a 20 year high.
Stats Can said the food and drug sector had a so-so 2017, posting growth at
roughly half of the retail sector overall.
Supermarkets and other grocery stores
were up only one per cent year-to-date.
Conversely, small specialty food stores
saw a year-to-date growth of eight per
cent, while health and personal care
stores posted a leap of six per cent.
Galloway says in the future, the real
winners will be those retailers who understand both customer service and the
power of technology, and are able to integrate them into their business.
If you’re doing that, great. If not, get
some outside help – perhaps a consultant. There are lots of books to inspire
you, too. Find one you like, sit down with
a coffee or tea and delve in. And I hope
your kettle is faster than mine. •

Is your business stuck?
Sluggish profits? People problems? Lack of systems or strategies?
Cost overruns? Lack of sales growth? Competition issues?

Call for a free coaching session .
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Trade Talk

John Holtmann charity golf event: June 7
The 2018 John Holtmann Memorial golf
tournament returns to Royal Ontario Golf
Club on June 7, 2018. This annual charity event is held in honour of the late John
Holtmann. John, who was president of
Vita Health Fresh Markets in Winnipeg,
MB, also served on the Canadian Health
Food Association’s board as a director
and board chair. He was inducted into
the CHFA Hall of Fame in 2010. John
passed away in 2011.
The golf tournament serves as a great
opportunity for the industry to come together for a relaxing and fun day and is
also a key fundraiser for Community
Food Centres Canada (CFCC). In 2017,
the event raised $15,000.
Registration is 10am, lunch is served
at 11am, and the shotgun start is at

The Health First all stars – from left, Jason,
Don, Rob and Mat – are the early favourites
to win the John Holtmann golf tournament.

noon. A reception begins at 5pm, followed by dinner. For more information,
please visit chfa.ca. •

Alain Roy joining CNHR as business columnist
CNHR is welcoming back one of its original (and most popular) business writers,
Alain Roy. Alain brings a great deal of
industry experience, having worked in all
facets of our industry over the years, including retail, distribution, manufacturing
and consulting. Currently, he is president of Veeva and Natural Business Partners.
Alain will be focusing his efforts into a
series of continuing articles on the benefits of strong partnerships between retailers and suppliers. He will be asking
industry leaders to share their greatest
partnership success stories. “During my
career, I have seen and been part of different partnership attitudes. Like personal relationships, working in true

Genuine Health adds two
probiotics for women
Genuine Health has introduced two new
probiotics just for women. Advanced
Gut Health Probiotic
Women’s
Daily was specially formulated
with 15 strains to
promote women¹s
health. To help
prevent a UTI, Advanced Gut Health
Probiotic Women’s
UTI contains 15
balanced strains plus organic whole fruit
CRAN naturelle® cranberry. Learn more
at genuinehealth.com. •
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partnership means
understanding each
other’s needs. This
new series will focus
on understanding
the needs of vendors and retailers
alike, so we can all
continue thriving.”
Alain’s first article
will appear in the Alain Roy
September-October issue.
Welcome
back, Alain! •

Bruce Beacham named
CEO of Goodness Me!
Bruce Beacham
has been named
chief executive officer of Goodness
Me! Natural Food
Market. Bruce has
been with Goodness Me for eight
years after 30
years in senior
sales and market- Bruce Beacham
ing roles with IBM. “Bruce started with
us as a consultant, helping me build a
strategic business plan,” said Goodness Me! owner Mike Jacks.
“Through that process, it became
clear that Bruce would be very helpful
in also executing that plan. He has
been our director of store operations
for most of the last eight years.” •
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Karalane Gervais has
joined Genuine Health
as an account manager
for Alberta. Karalane’s
passion for health and
nutrition is apparent,
given her education
and personal achievements. Her experience
in the medical and
health food industries,
as well as a business Karalane Gervais
owner, will undoubtedly
add value to the success of this role and
new customer relations. Karalane can be
reached
at
karalaneg@genuinehealth.com.
Alycia Cook has joined
Body Plus as account
manager for the Mar- Alycia Cook
itimes. Most recently,
she worked for LeBeau
Excel. Prior to that,
Alycia worked with
Genuine Health. She
also worked with retailer Sequoia Natural
& Organic in New
Brunswick. Alycia is a
registered holistic nutritionist. You can reach
her at alycia@bodyTaylor Sullivan
plus.ca.
Taylor Sullivan RHN recently took on the role
of field sales rep for
Sisu in the Fraser Valley and B.C. Lower
Mainland territories.
Most recently, she had
been working for Sisu
as an inside sales rep.
Taylor began her ca- Joanne McAllister
reer in Ottawa doing
demos at virtually every health food store in the
Ottawa region. She began working retail with
Kardish Health Food Centres, eventually becoming a manager. She followed that by working as a nutritional consultant with Whitehouse
Movement Studio and Ottawa Holistic Wellness.
You can reach Taylor at
tsullivan@sisu.com.

Joanne McAllister has joined GFR Pharma as
director of marketing. She brings many years
of international sales and marketing experience. Originally from Ireland, she has worked
with large multinational businesses across a
variety of industries. Joanne graduated from
Trinity College Dublin with a masters in economics and business. She is passionate about
leading a healthy balanced lifestyle and strives
for continuous growth and success personally
and professionally.
WWW.CNHR.CA
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New company aims to help retailers
and suppliers with e-commerce sales
Raji Kalra has co-founded a new company called Peopletail.
Its purpose is to make it easy for people to include their own
links to e-commerce retailers in their articles, photos and
videos - making their content into shoppable recommendations for other consumers to buy through. “The user-generated
content from everyday people will help increase traffic to ecommerce stores of health food retailers,” explained Raji.
Peopletail (the name combines “people”
and “retail”) rewards people for creating
content for products they love. “In the natural health channel, people really listen to
other people’s recommendation to learn
about what products are good and what
products work,” said Raji. “This will be a
chance for people to get rewarded by
sharing their product knowledge and experiences with others. This can be for
products they love or believe in.”
Raji Kalra
Raji, who has been producing content
for brands for nearly nine years, feels we are shifting into an
era where brands won’t actually have to produce their own
content as much in the future. “We envision a future where
brands will be able to focus their efforts on rewarding people
for their content, especially when certain content generates
with retailers.” Peopletail – which will be in testing phase starting June 2018 – will be collaborating with leading brands,
magazine publishers and retailers in the natural health industry. Raji is the former head of Alive Studios, a digital division
he sold to Alive Publishing Group in 2014. For more information, please email raji@peopletail.com. •

Ergogenics launches two new products

Ergogenics Nutrition moves towards becoming a 100 per cent
vegan, cruelty-free company, as it transfers its whey product
to Kaha Nutrition. This summer also marks the launch of two
new unique products for Ergogenics; Liquid Adrenaline Energy
Powder, which is a pre-workout Fuel + Focus plant-based formula, and Ergogenics Hydro, which is a CBD-enriched sports
drink. For more info, visit ergogenicsnutrition.com.

New outdoor summer spray

Shoosha has launched a lemon eucalyptus outdoor summer
spray. It is made with an aromatic blend of essential oils such
as lemon eucalyptus, lemongrass, peppermint, cedarwood
and rose geranium. Made in Canada. www.shooshatrue.ca

Three new fermented products

Living Alchemy has introduced three new products in its Alive
series fermentation activated herbals to help manage modern
mental and physical stress. Rhodiola Alive, Holy Basil Alive and
Maca Alive are all USDA certified organic including the capsules, non-GMO, gluten and dairy free, and suitable for vegans
and vegetarians. www.livingalchemy.com

Private label vinegars

Sarafino has announced the arrival of its new private label vinegars - Urano Apple Balsamic, Terra Apple Cider and Stella
White Balsamic. Visit sarafino.com for more information. •
WWW.CNHR.CA
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Passing the torch

Trade Talk

After 40 years in retail, Bob Hedley has sold
his store and is focusing on his distrbution company

I

t was 1977 when Bob Hedley bought
worked part-time at Canada Post, as well
an existing store in Brandon MB. It
as operating her own bookkeeping busiwas the first health food store in Branness from home. Their daughter and son
don at the time and it was about to close.
may also get involved in the future, makBob renamed it Hedley’s Health Hut. Aling it a true family business.
Their
ternative medicine was beginning to gain
daughter Brittany is currently in her first
some momentum as magazines and
year at Canadian College of Naturonewspapers were claiming it to be the
pathic Medicine. Son Ty is finishing his
next big thing. Bob decided to capitalize
second year at David Asper School of
on that.
Business at the University of Manitoba.
It wasn’t easy at the beginning. Al“Our hope for the store is to continue to
though alternative
uphold and grow
medicine
was
the Hedley's Health
gaining some exHut name, reputaposure,
people
tion and awareness
weren’t totally sold
in our community
on supplementing
and surrounding
their diets, says
area,”
says
Bob. He had to
Michelle. “We want
overcome that with
to be known for our
a lot of advertising
great
customer
and speaking at
service and offervarious
events.
ing of unique and
Throughout that
quality products.
time, Bob also
We want it around
came to realize
for many years to
that superior servcome.”
ice must be the
In the meantime,
number one priorthey still have Bob
ity and that people
as a resource to
had to feel welbounce ideas off of
come and cared
and rely on his vast
for.
industry
experiThen, last year, From left to right: Randy and Michelle Kuz, owners ence. Bob says he
of Hedley Health Hut, Brandon, MB; Bob Hedley of
after 40 years as a Hedley Enterprises.
relishes his role as
natural health reconsultant. “I have
tailer, Bob decided to sell the store to
no plans to stop, as long as I’m needed.”
long-time customers Randy and Michelle
Bob isn’t leaving the industry. On the
Kuz. “Randy and Michelle approached
contrary, he is keeping the rest of his
me about selling and I said yes,” recalls
work calendar very full, putting more of
Bob. “Randy had been shopping here
his efforts into Hedley Enterprises, a disfor years.”
tribution business he started in 1999. “I
Randy and Michelle say natural medithought there was a need to be filled,”
cine has made a real difference in their
says Bob of starting the distribution comlives. “We see this as a way to help peopany. “I thought there was a need for a
ple, build relationships and make a difsmaller company to distribute new and
ference in their lives,” says Randy. “This
unique products.”
has always been and continues to be a
Today, Hedley Enterprises has reps in
passion for us.”
Ontario and western Canada, distributing
Before they dived into natural health resuch brands as Silver Lining, Samuraw,
tailing, Randy had been in the banking
Umac, Leaf Source. Immunocare, Neo40
industry for 29 years while Michelle had
and more. •
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Lisa Ponizova has
joined the Bell Lifestyle
team as the account
manager for area
codes 705 and 306, as
well as the S&H Health
Foods account. Lisa is
a certified nutritional
practitioner based in
Toronto. She is passionate about educating individuals in the Lisa Ponizova
areas of nutrition, digestive and mental
health. She can be
reached
at
lponizova@belllifestyle.com
or 800/333-7995 x
2292.

Bell Lifestyle has welcomed Linda Schmalz
BA, CNP, who joins the
team as the account
manager for area code Linda Schmalz
905, as well as stores
including
Healthy
Planet, Your Good
Health, Good Health
Mart and Nature’s
Source. Linda is an
holistic
nutritionist
practicing in Toronto
and across the GTA.
She aims to educate
and empower her
clients to take an active
Stuart Harries
role in their overall
health and well-being
to live their best life.
She can be reached at
l i n d a @ b e l l lifestyleproducts.com
or 800/333-7995 ex:
2221.

Vista Magazine has
welcomed Stuart Harries as it's new content
strategist. Stuart brings Harley Godfrey
two decades of content
strategy insight and a decade of natural health
knowledge to Vista. You can reach him at:
stuart@vistamagazine.ca.

Harley Godfrey has joined Vista Magazine as
its chief financial officer. Harley is a CPA and
CA, with nearly a decade of experience in the
natural health industry. He brings experience
in various industries and an analytics background to Vista.
Raji Kalra will be joining Vista as a consulting
digital strategist, as well as powering Vista’s
growing Brand Ambassador program through
his new company Peopletail. Raji has been
providing digital marketing services to brands,
retailers and distributors in the natural channel
for nearly nine years.
WWW.CNHR.CA
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Trade Talk

Saying

goodbye

A

to retail

fter an impressive 41 years in natural health retail, Don Smith and
his wife Claire are moving on. They
have sold their 6,500 sq. foot store Foodsmiths - in Perth ON and are putting
their retailing days behind them.
For the former owners, the time was
right to move on. “We knew we weren't
getting any younger and retail, especially
nowadays, is a younger person's game,”
says Don. “You need to be energetic, on
top of technology, and have an eye and
feel for current trends. Not that we
weren't able to do this any longer, but
you have to be good at it and keep up a
good pace of change.”
The person who will now ‘keep up that
pace’ is long time employee Bill Watts.
“The decision to buy the store was not a
matter of should I, but could I?” says Bill.
“It was always my goal to own my own
business from early on in my career so
when Don and Claire asked if I would be
interested in purchasing the business, I
was very excited.”
Asking Bill if he was interested in taking
over the store was really a no-brainer.
Who better to continue the Foodsmiths
legacy than a trusted employee who had
been working in retail since the age of
15. “I worked part-time at a local grocery
store while attending high school and
after graduation, I continued to work for
the same business full-time, working my
way up to a department manager at the
age of 21.” says Bill. He joined Foodsmiths in 2009 and held positions as produce manager, general manager and
now owner.
Taking on ownership of a retail store
that has been very successful over the
last four decades sweetens the deal.
Don credits persistence, drive and the
desire to always improve things for both
customers and staff members as the
keys to their success over the years.
Making the workplace an enjoyable one
for everyone was certainly a goal for Don
and Claire. “It's so true that you get
treated the way you treat other people,”

12

Almost 42 years
after founding
Foodsmiths, Claire
and Don Smith have
sold their iconic,
award-winning store.

says Don. “I think the other big factor in
anymore as they move on to the next
our success was the ability to be able to
phase of their lives, a phase they have
recognize and capitalize upon opportusome definite plans for. Claire is looking
nities in our local marketplace. You can't
forward to getting involved with more
be afraid to gamble and try new things,
community groups, not to mention workobviously with a good dash of research
ing on her golf handicap. Don has many
and consideration.”
Of
course,
not
every new idea
worked,
but
Don says that’s
how
they
learned
so
much.
And the early
years
gave
Don and Claire
many
challenges to learn
from. “We really flew by the
seat of our
pants in the
Foodsmiths’ new owner Bill Watts (left), has taken over from the
early years…
store’s long-time owners and founders, Claire and Don Smith.
so much energy...so much
naivety,” says Don. “The challenges
outside projects and activities he has
were mostly physical over the years; havyearned for years to spend more time on,
ing our storage flooded, almost going
including playing more music. And of
bankrupt when bank rates rose to above
course, the four most important reasons
20 per cent, and overextending ourthey chose to move on – their four grandselves financially with the building of our
children, who they want to spend more
latest location. Those were the main
time with.
crises points in our history but of course
Don will still be active in the industry:
there have been many other challenges
he has two years left in his term on the
along the way.”
CHFA board and is considering staying
In the future, Don believes human reinvolved in the industry. He says both
sources will be one of the biggest chalhim and Claire will miss the change and
lenges for businesses to overcome.
stimulation the business gave them, as
“What I find distressing is when more
well as the great people they worked
regulations are brought in; policy makers
with, the relationships they developed
don't understand the consequences. On
and the many great customers they saw
one hand, they talk about wanting to supso regularly. “We have been humbled
port small business in so many ways,
and touched by the outpouring of conand they're putting the nail in the coffin of
gratulations and thank you’s from so
small business with the other. But as with
many. It has made us realize we had so
any challenge, you have to adapt.”
much more than a business, and we’re
Fortunately for Don and Claire, this isn’t
very cognizant and appreciative of what
a challenge they will need to overcome
it has given to us.”•
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As a proud member,
it’s important to me
that CHFA continues to educate
and engage Canadians on the
benefits of natural health
products. As a manufacturer,
they support me by educating
the consumers that are
shopping for our products
every day, which in
turn helps to support
and strengthen
the entire industry.

François-Pierre Chevalier
Co-President, Bio-K+

Membership that matters.

Voice of the Natural Health Industry
La voix de l’industrie de la santé naturelle

Join now at chfa.ca
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Trade Talk

Good Health Mart
A second career turns into a 25 year success

T

his year, husband and wife team
back to his advertising days – that in
Murray and Eunice McMahon celeorder to make money, one had to also
brate 25 years as natural health respend money. “Our fortunes changed
tailers. The owners of the Good Health
drastically in September when I conMart chain – with 12 stores in Ontario tracted with The Woodbridge Liberal –
entered the world of retailing later in life.
the local newspaper which is now called
In fact, this was a second career for both.
The Vaughan Citizen – to take the outside
Murray had been in advertising and Euback page every two weeks. I also crenice had been a secondary
school teacher.
“I had spent many years as
a commission salesman
and then 17 years in the ad
business, 15 of which in my
own agency,” says Murray.
Suddenly, the recession of
1989/1991 hit and Murray
says it was not kind to the ad
and print industry. Murray was
ready for a change, so when
an opportunity came up to
buy a store in Woodbridge, he
jumped on it.
Buying a health food store
didn't completely come out of
left field, as Murray had been
using supplements for over 14
Owners Murray and Eunice McMahon
of The Good Health Mart celebrate
years and read extensively on
25 years in business in 2018.
natural health. His interest in
natural health began in his
mid 30’s when he was diagnosed with an
ated The Good Health Report, which
autoimmune disorder. “It was not really
was comprised of about 35 to 40 per
serious or life threatening” says Murray.
cent editorial and the rest product ads.”
“After several sessions with a naturopath,
and taking her supplements, low and beSales start to “jump”
hold, within three months, my condition
Within a few months, daily sales
improved dramatically. This led me to injumped to $500 a day and after the first
vestigate natural health medicine and so
year, $1,000 a day. Murray says it may
when the opportunity to buy a store prenot sound like much but that would be
sented itself, it was a no-brainer.”
equivalent to over $3,000 a day in today's
Eunice was completely on board as
dollars.
well. She took a one year sabbatical as
It wasn’t long before Murray and Eunice
an educator in 1993 to help set things up,
began to expand. In 1995, they opened
paint the store and learn about the proda store in Belleville and began franchisucts so she could serve customers. Five
ing in 1996. A store in Aurora was
years later, Eunice would join full time.
opened in 1997 and in 2010, they pur“We started small. Our average daily
chased six stores from Planet Organic.
sales for July and August 1993 was $147
“Except for one, they were all losing
a day. I thought ‘bankruptcy city, here we
money,” says Murray. “Within a year, they
come,’” recalled Murray. But along with
had all become profitable.”
hard work, he recognized – harkening
Murray credits this success to the

14
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image they set out to create right from
the beginning. Everyone wore white lab
coats with name badges as a store uniform and Murray created a slogan, “Your
satisfacation is our guarantee.” He also
says they were one of the first to have
clinics in their stores. “At first, it was people who studied iridology, nutritional
counselling and we even had
a few homeopaths and naturopaths,”
says
Murray.
“Today, we still do this. We
could not have done it without
a dedicated and loyal staff.
They mirror our values and we
have some long serving employees who have stayed with
us over the years.”

Sage advice
For others looking to follow
in Murray and Eunice’s footsteps, perhaps starting a new
career in natural health retail,
he offers some advice.
“Today, it is very difficult to
start a store from scratch.
Suppliers have been burned
too many times so are reluctant to give 30 days until at
least six to nine months in. It's COD or
your credit card. My advice would be to
find a store that is for sale, has a positive
cash flow and buy it with the owner helping you to keep the supplier terms and
discounts. Another way is to buy a franchise, which can stand behind you with
the suppliers and advise on how to conduct the business.”
Although natural health retailing was
not his first career or passion, Murray believes the secret to his success has come
from his lifelong journey.
“Winston
Churchill said upon becoming the prime
minister of England at the beginning of
WW II, ‘I feel that my whole life has been
but a preparation for this day.’ I feel the
same way about Good Health Mart.” He
also adds, “The next best thing I did was
have Eunice as my wife and partner. I really lucked out there.” •
WWW.CNHR.CA
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Trade Talk

Health First further invests into
building an even stronger team
of it stays aligned with the high quality
and integral value for members that it is.”
Along with a bachelor of health science
and nutrition and a certificate in holistic
nutrition, Callie brings a retail management background to the position, along
with years of nutritional formulation and
knowledge of raw materials.

“People are your most valuable asset
and we remain dedicated to investing in
this area and to further build upon the
strength of our team.”
Health First Network (HFN) CEO Peter
Wardell made this statement as he announced the addition of four new people
to the growing head office team, two of
them in newly created positions.
Health First Network is Canada’s
largest group of independent health and
wellness retailers.

New director of operations
Shari Niles joined Health First as director of operations on April 23. She brings
a bachelors of science and an MBA,
along with several
years experience at
executive
senior
management levels.
“Shari has lead
and
strategies
teams for CPG companies, major wineries and within the
specialized services industry,” said Johnny Larocque
Peter. “She brings with her a sound understanding of information technology,
analytics and data utilization, brand management, retail planning and corporate
planning.”

New marketing director
Johanne Bernardi recently joined
Health First as director of marketing. “Johanne is a self-described serial start-up
marketer, with several years of experience building brands, companies, driving traffic and leading teams,” explained
Peter. “She looks forward to applying
her senior marketing leadership skills
along with her passion for the natural
health industry.” Johanne is no stranger
to our industry: her certification in applied nutrition is further supported by her
bachelors of science, chemistry and biology and her MBA.

Adding industry experience
Johnny Larocque joined HFN from
Clorox-Renew Life just after New Year. A
registered holistic nutritionist (RHN),
Johnny has taken over the category

WWW.CNHR.CA

manager - supplement and HABA role
from Chris Schutz. The role maintains a
dedicated focus on natural health for
Johnny, something he is very passionate
about.

New job for Chris
Chris Schutz moves up to a newly created position: senior category manager.
His role is managing all warehouse purchasing and he will be completely focused on working with vendors. “As
Health First continues to evolve, Chris will
focus on working with our vendor partners to best use all the tools and suites
now available to strategically provide return, increase sales and basically move
more product through member stores,
creating that win for everyone,” explained Peter.

More support for members
Callie Farrell joined the Health First
team in another newly created position.
“Callie’s role is to provide further support
to our members and create a new level
of strategic support for our exclusive,
member-only product line. Her focus is
on member education and new product
qualification. She is bringing this to another level.”
Regarding Callie’s involvement in the
HFN private brand, Peter adds, “She is
the first person we’ve put on staff to
solely focus on our line to improve it, add
to it and offer training and support. She
will own the brand. We are putting more
resources on it to make sure the support

Focus on training
Health First has also stepped up its
focus on training and the Health First
Academy, Peter said. “We’ve started to
upload more training videos from vendor
partners to expand the total training portfolio and access to more information.”
The videos cover both angles: the
products and the
themvendors
selves. “This will
help our members
and their staff understand vendors
on a deeper level,
down to their culture. Engaging with
companies helps on
the sales floor…un- Callie Farrell
derstanding the culture helps. And these
positives extend to the consumer, it becomes easier to assist consumers, and
increase sales. It’s important to believe
in what you sell. It allows retailers to say,
‘I love this product and I’ll tell you why.’”

The power of data
Peter says Health First continues to
focus on the power of data, adding because of it, “the group has shifted how it
does business and many vendor partners have changed how they manage
their business with us. It’s more strategic, with fact-based decision making,
and a faster response to emerging
trends.
“2018 will be another busy year. We
are well ahead of our five-year strategic
plan, and we have new, large initiatives
planned for 2018 into 2019 that will drive
even more resources for members to
help them be more competitive and differentiated. We’re up to 128 stores from
108 three years ago. We’ve had lots of
growth and we need to keep up the momentum that we’ve built.” •
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Dr. Mist Body Hygiene
Deodorant Spray

Dr. Mist Body Hygiene Deodorant Spray in
a new larger format! Consumers have
asked for a larger format for years and now
Dr. Mist unscented is available in a 75ml format. That’s 50% more than the regular unscented Dr. Mist! Lavender is now also
available in a larger 75ml size.
Visit www.drmist.ca.

Carnitine Supplement

Carnitine brings a lot to the body. Lack of
carnitine is often associated with chronic
fatigue syndrome. In addition, carnitine
burns fat quickly. The positive effects on
the cardiovascular system have also been
demonstrated. An average adult should
consume 500 mg of carnitine a day. Your
body produces about 20 mg. It is therefore
recommended to have a diet rich in carnitine and take supplements if you think you
have a deficiency. L-carnitine tartrate 400
mg; Proprionyl L-Carnitine 100 mg
Acetyl L-Carnitine 100 mg.

Earthwise Witch Hazel Distillate

Over 99.8% Pure & Alcohol Free
Earthwise Witch Hazel Distillate is a pure and natural astringent that will tone, soothe and treat your
sensitive skin. Benefits include: toner, blemish
control, skin irritations, sunburn, after-shave, insect
bites, varicose veins and more! Try it today – your
skin will thank you.
www.earthwisenaturals.com

Most Researched Garlic in the World

Get reacquainted with the Kyolic Aged Garlic Extract
(A.G.E.) family of products.
• Most-researched garlic in the
world with more than 750 scientific studies.
• Everyday support, heart
health, cholesterol control and
natural wellness. For more information, visit kyolic.ca 1-800-265-2615.

New Burt’s Bees Cosmetics
Introducing NEW Burt’s Bees
Cosmetics! A beauty line
made with real, natural ingredients. So you get natural
beauty that lasts. Beauty that
radiates and shines. Beauty that’s true to nature –
and most of all – true to you.

Jason Dry Spray Deodorant

• Get clean, dry protection – in an instant
• Clinically tested 24-hour odour protection
• Continuous Spray - No residue on skin
or clothes
• Sprays using compressed air –
no chemical propellants
NO Aluminum, Butane, Parabens, Phthalates or
Artificial Fragrances
Jason has a 50 year history of safe, wholesome,
no-nonsense products that really work! Order
some today; Fresh Cucumber and Soft Rose.

Organic Zinc Lozenges

Introducing TheraZinc USDA Organic, individually wrapped drops
in a convenient, resealable bag.
Formulated with the immune support of clinically proven zinc gluconate, these delicious, organic
lozenges are available in Elderberry
Raspberry and Blood Orange
flavours. Perfect at the ﬁrst sign of a
throat tickle or sniffle.

A Balanced Immune System
is a Healthy Immune System

A healthy immune system helps to
protect you from cold and flu
viruses, as well as allergies and
even some autoimmune disorders.
The blend of plant sterols and
sterolins in Moducare are clinically
proven to help keep your immune
system in balance. For optimal immune health, take Moducare
daily. Now available in a convenient, one per day wax tab formula. Get the full story: www.moducare.com

For more information, call 800/265-2615 or email order@puritylife.com
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Trade Talk

Eden Foods celebrates 50th anniversary in 2018

All-organic HABA product line
Natural Vegan is a new B.C.-based manufacturer of wholesome, healthy and sustainable bath and
beauty products, including deodorant, lip
balm, shampoo, conditioner and body
wash. Using all organic,
whole-food,
vegan and chemicalfree ingredients (many
from Natural Vegan’s farm), all products
are edible and contain no parabens, sulphates or foaming agents, and all are
biodegradable.
Packaging is also
biodegradable and/or sustainably produced using sugar-cane plastics.
Visit naturalveganclub.com. •

Eden Foods is celebrating its 50th anniversary this year. In a press release,
the company identifies itself as “the oldest natural and organic food company in
North America with a focus on providing
dry grocery, organic, natural food.”
The founding of Eden Foods in the late
1960s was motivated by a desire to acquire clean, appropriate, natural food
consistent with common sense. Natural
foods were not available locally, so an
Eden Foods Co-op was started to open
access to them more broadly. The co-op
developed into a natural food store,
whose staff began searching for local
growers, visiting farms, trying to find the
farmers who would grow grain and
beans without agricultural chemicals.

The store added a cafeteria, bakery, and
books. In the 1970s, it became a destination for folks from near and far. It was
one of the few places in the U.S. and
Canada where one could get natural, organic, macrobiotic food.
Health food stores began to contact
Eden wanting to access the foods it was
providing for their own stores. This resulted in wholesale sales being delivered
to other local retailers. Flour milling,
roasting and packaging vigorously
began in the basement of this retail store,
becoming the first Eden warehouse. This
was the beginning of the Eden brand of
natural foods. In 1972, Eden opened a
distribution center and warehouse, and
established Eden Foods. •

New probiotic beverages

Duchesne adds two new lines

Level Ground names broker

Welo was a new exhibitor at CHFA West.
It was started by two millennials after personally realizing the importance of gut
health. Its entire line of probiotic beverages and bars help the gut and come in
orange carrot turmeric and matcha almond. www.ourwelo.com •

Roger Duchesne Brand Management is
now carrying Vitalitas and Bio2Go for all
of Canada and in the Québec market
with the help of Sylvie Côté. For more information, please visit rogerd@rdnaturalbrand.com
or
call
Roger
at
514/742-2275. •

No-Jet-Lag Chewable Tablets

Flying across time zones? Why spend
days recovering when the solution is
simple? Take No-Jet-Lag and feel
fresher after arrival. Proven by clinical trial, No-Jet-Lag is recognized internationally by business and
pleasure travellers, sports teams and
airline crews. 32 chewable tablets in
each packet - enough for 40 hours flying time. Safe to take with all other
medication. Distributed by Purity Life
or Gael Fraser-Tyler Enterprises.
gaelft@nojetlag.com 888/359-9355 www.nojetlag.com

Nova Scotia Organics
Plant Protein

Nova Scotia Organics Plant Protein
delivers 20 grams of protein, 4 grams
of BCAA's, and 130 calories/serving. A good source of iron, magnesium, zinc, selenium, copper,
manganese and chromium. Four organic ingredients: pea protein,
brown rice protein, hemp protein and
chia. No flow agents, thickeners, sweeteners, flavourings or
other additives.

Level Ground Trading has named iLevel
Management as its sales broker team for
central and eastern Canada. Level
Ground Trading’s mission is to trade
fairly and directly with small-scale producers in developing countries, offering
customers ethical choices. •

The Purity Life App!
The Purity Life App has UPC
scanning functionality that can
be used right from your iPhone
or Android device. Quickly place an order
or look up real time inventory
levels and details of any one of our 9000+
SKUs. Download the Purity Life App today!

#1 Selling Menstrual Cup in the world
•Made of FDA approved 100%
healthcare grade silicone
• Proudly Canadian, manufactured
in Canada
• The DivaCup is a reliable product
that offers comfort, up to 12 hours
of leak-free protection and
is eco-friendly
• Menstrual cups are growing ahead of the overall
feminine hygiene category by 125%*
• Bring incremental sales and profit from the feminine
hygiene category into your stores
• Profit per inch is high, resulting in higher revenues from
the feminine hygiene category
DivaCup, your trusted brand for more than 15 years.

For more information, call 800/265-2615 or email order@puritylife.com
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Championing organics in Africa
Trade Talk

Retailer Melanie McLaughlin visited Organics 4 Orphans in Kenya. She calls
the trip “an eye-opener” and it changed her perspective on how she does her job.

In 2017, retailer Melanie McLaughlin had
the experience of a lifetime. She travelled
to western Kenya, on the invitation of
Linda and Dale Bolton of Natural Calm.
The experience changed her forever.
Melanie spent two weeks at a training
centre in Kitale, Kenya and witnessed
first hand how Organics 4 Orphans
(O4O) is making a difference in the lives
of many people.
Linda and Dale started Organics 4 Orphans in 2008. It is a Canadian nonprofit organization that addresses
extreme poverty by helping African communities move from reliance on food aid
to conditions of self-sufficiency – even
into surplus. This is accomplished by
equipping small-scale farmers with the
resources and knowledge to farm organically and productively, and then asking
those farmers to help orphans in their
communities. By alleviating the strain of
food insecurity in poor, rural areas, Organics 4 Orphans creates capacity in
those communities to care for orphans,
the most vulnerable of the extreme poor.

Teaching skills to fight famine
“Organics 4 Orphans is teaching young
men and women the skills necessary to
help fight the issue that plagues their reality,” says Melanie, “including malnutrition and illness. Whether it’s family,
friends or themselves, everyone I met at
the O4O school in Kenya was directly affected by poor eating and disease. They
were all so happy to be working with the
organization and were all healthier than

Melanie McLaughlin (left) with O4O
international director Dale Bolton
and Purity Life’s Lea Apostolerisat at
the O4O training centre in Kenya.
18

Melanie McLaughlin’s visit to the Organics 4 Orphans training centre in
Kenya gave her more empathy in dealing with her customers’ health issues.
they had ever been, with the help of
healthy meals provided by the school. It
was more incredible than I could’ve
imagined because I was there with an organization that is doing the most incredible work.
Their work ties in with
something that directly affects my personal and professional life – nutritional
health.”
Melanie has been the manager of Corn
Crib Natural Foods in Saint John, N.B.
since 2013 and has been into nutrition
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since she was 15. “The reason we want
to bring people like Mel to Kenya is to
create awareness in an industry that believes in organic food and natural medicine,” explains Dale, who is the
international director of O4O. “The UN
has assembled the world’s best scientists for the last several years who have
produced hundreds of pages of reports
stating that organic growing, nutrition
training and natural medicine is the answer for all the pain in the poorest countries. Unfortunately, no government nor
the UN is doing nothing with all the information because no one except our industry believes what we believe.”

Change in perspective
Melanie says the trip to Africa changed
her perspective in many ways. “I would
say it greatly affected how I see brands.
I don't believe it is a necessity for a brand
to do philanthropic work, but when one
does, it really makes you feel good about
it's integrity. You view the brand, and really, the people behind it as really being
in "it" for the right reasons. They want to
help people and ultimately, as a natural
health retailer, that's what our brand

WWW.CNHR.CA
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wants to do, too.”
How she sees others was altered, too.
“I came back from Kenya with some frustration with our priorities here in North
America. Many of our problems seemed
so insignificant...the resources we have
access to and our abuse of them...our
dissatisfaction – despite most of us having more than we need. It connected me
more to the people who are marginalized in our communities, to the families
who actually don't have enough to eat or
a safe place to live despite being citizens
of one of the wealthier countries. If people could only experience what the poorest people on earth experience daily,
maybe it would give us all a different perspective and change our pre-disposition
to dissatisfaction with what we have.

understanding ‘everyone’
“Since being home for the last year,
though, that's changed some and
evolved into what I'd like to think is a
greater empathy for everyone's situation.
When I deal with a customer who does
have enough to eat but still feels ill all the
time, I can understand why they aren't
thinking about the people of Africa and
the famines that have plagued them for
decades. I can understand how difficult

it is to take on so much when your own
health is deteriorating.”
Melanie says our access in the way of
food, nutrition and supplement information in Canada is incredible. “When you
visit a place where these things aren't
even part of the conversation, it's a real
eye-opener. I'm so grateful that I have
access to just about everything I need to
maintain a healthy lifestyle for myself and
my family. Obviously, this is important to
my professional life, too.
“Access is the key to my ability to provide the customer with the best options
for them. It can always get better,
though. We should always be striving to
improve when it comes to something as
complex as nutrition. We still need more
information around the link between diet
and disease and it needs to be more accessible to everyone. I think a school like
the one set up in Kitale by Organics 4 Orphans would be beneficial for communities all over the world, including right
here at home.”
Dale has hope that what O4O is doing
in Africa will spread. “We have helped
create a natural model of food and health
security in several countries and it is
working great. Our industry could
change the world.” •

Antioxidant Action
of WASABI!

NOT JUST A
CONDIMENT!
Experience the
double action
antioxidant benefits
of Wasabi!
Unlike other
antioxidants
(Vitamin C), Wasabi
combines both a
direct and indirect
antioxidant benefit,
providing extended antioxidant support.
Health Canada’s only 100% certified
Wasabi Capsules are available through
the HUB DC. For more information,
please visit: www.yourwasabi.com.

Contact us at 855/314-3411
or orderdesk@hubdc.ca

acceo
smart vendor
Join 3,000+
satisfied
retail customers!

Complete POS System
For Health Products Stores
Inventory
Management

Gift
Cards

Loyalty
Programs

E-commerce

Promotions

FREE LIVE DEMO
smartvendor.ca | 1-800-561-0500
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Trade Talk

New packaging for Prairie hair care products
Prairie Naturals award-winning hair care
products will be available in new packaging starting in August 2018.
The
products are formulated with natural ingredients to produce beautiful, healthy
looking hair without the questionable additives. Each Prairie Naturals hair care
formula is carefully crafted using the rich,
nourishing ingredients found in nature including moisturizing jojoba oil and shea
butter, soothing aloe vera and stimulating
tea tree oil. www.prairienaturals.ca. •

CHFA East trade show space almost sold out
Plans for this year's CHFA East are well
underway, with exhibit space now almost
completely sold out. The four-day event
runs September 13 to 16 at the Metro
Toronto Convention Centre, South Building. The conference portion occurs Sept.
13-14, while the trade show takes place
Sept. 15 and 16. The trade show is open
from 10AM to 5PM each day.
This year’s event is all about Connecting the Industry. The CHFA website
says, “CHFA East is more than highlighting the latest products and services – it’s
about creating new relationships with in-

New flavoured ghee line
Prasad Ayurveda organic ghee has redesigned its label artwork and has also
launched a flavoured line. Made from
Canadian organic cream and lactosefree. Distributed by Ecoideas. •

HELP

for health
food stores

deaneparkes.com
covers important
business topics,
including leadership,
sales, marketing,
management and
personal
development.

Deane Parkes shares his 45 years of
experience in the natural health industry.

deaneparkes.com
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dustry leaders, discovering innovative
trends and gaining knowledge to help
you grow your retail business.”
• Despite a snow storm that virtually
shut Vancouver down, February’s CHFA
West conference and trade show still
pulled in a healthy number of attendees.
CHFA reports there were a total of 2,626
trade show attendees, with retailers and
other natural health and fitness professionals accounting for 1,708 of them. •

Two promoted at ONFC

Larissa Lazare has
been promoted to senior brand manager at
Ontario Natural Food
Company.
Larissa
joined ONFC three
years ago, and has
proved
her
value
throughout that time.
She has championed
brand
management
and supply chain logis- Larissa Lazare
tics. Larissa has also
been a great leader for ONFC’s virtual table
top later this year, and she continues to help
manage ONFC’s CHFA Expo East entry. you
can reach her at lahlborn@onfc.ca.

ONFC has promoted
Ha Le to brand manager. Ha began her
journey with ONFC in
April 2016 in brand
management
and
quickly proved herself.
For the previous 18
months, Ha has been
ONFC’s in-take coordinator and she has
been very instrumental
Ha Le
in many changes over
the past 2 years in brand management. Ha
will report to Larissa, and will continue to manage the in-take process. you can reach her at
hle@onfc.ca. •
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People

Sarah Staniforth and
Jazz Mattu have joined
the B.C. region sales
team for Hedley Distribution.
Sarah has
been in the industry for
26 years, and runs her
own consulting company called SLS Management Consulting.
Jazz is a medical
herbal practitioner, lec- Sarah Staniforth
turer/educator,
live
blood cell analyst and a
natural product formulator. Jazz been helping people reach their
health goals for over 30
years.

Courtenay Molnar has
joined LeBeau Excel
Sales & Marketing as
account manager for
the Maritime provinces. Jazz Mattu
An holistic nutritionist,
Courtenay has previously worked in outside
sales on Vancouver island for uNFi, and as
an inside sales rep for
Nature’s Way. you can
reach her at courtenay@lebeauadvance.com.

Rebecca Llewellyn has
joined Enerex as Van- Courtenay Molnar
couver island representative.
Rebecca
has an undergraduate
degree in biochemistry
and diplomas in nutrition and herbal medicine. Originally from
the Maritimes, Rebecca now calls Vancouver island home.

Vitality has added new Rebecca Llewellyn
account
managers.
Amanda Santalucia (left) is
an RHN and
will look after
Ontario and
e a s t e r n
Canada.
Amanda can
be reached at
amanda@vitality.ca. Kate
Allan, also an
RHN, will be looking after British Columbia.
you can reach her at kate@vitality.ca.
Prairie Naturals is pleased to announce that
Jennie Weselowsky will be serving all of Alberta as account manager. Jennie previously
managed Northern Alberta. •
WWW.CNHR.CA
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The next
generation of
multivitamins

ENERGY FROM THE GROUND UP.
NON-GMO

GLUTEN FREE

SUSTAINABLE

VitaDay Multis — Non-GMO, organic whole food greens · Highly bioavailable, coenzyme B vitamins ·
Enzymes antioxidants from reishi mushroom, turmeric, grapeseed, and blueberry · Tested and certiﬁed clean

myvitaday.com
TO ORDER PLEASE CONTACT US
TEL:

888-826-9625|FAX: 888-773-7069

E-MAIL:

customercare@assurednatural.com
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Pop-in store visits!
Trade Talk

by Bruce W. Cole

RAWthentic Eatery

During my recent trip to Vancouver island with Naomi Kolesnikoff and Deane Parkes, we
started our day with a visit to RAWthentic Eatery in Courtenay, B.C. Since 2010,
RAWthentic Eatery has been offering a true health experience for locals by serving vegan
food that is affordable, accessible and enjoyable.you can get everything from
smoothies with super foods and super herbs to freshly made dishes and raw desserts.
Mandi Chatwin (right) created this awesome smoothie to fuel our busy day.

Nature Spirit Earth Market

i’ve visited this store on Gabriola island in B.C. on three occasions
and it looks better each time. We enjoyed a wonderful dinner with
owners Tiffany Abram and Dorothy Engst, and store manager
Chris Hills. We spent the night on Gabriola (pop: 4,000) at The
Haven, an ocean-side centre for transformative learning.

Gaudaur Natural Foods

Gaudaur Natural Foods has been serving Orillia, ON since 1986
from its location in the heart of downtown. Here’s Mike Stevenson of Living Alchemy (right), on a sales call, with store owner
Jake Gaudaur, and staff members Suzy (left) and Melinda.

National Nutrition

National Nutrition has won two CHFA Brock Elliott Retailing
Excellence awards in recent years and is constantly innovating. Here,
owner and founder Darren Firth (front row) with staff members Kaylee,
Monica, Chris and Sam welcomed Vista Magazine publisher Trent Nellis
and Raji Kalra, co-founder of Peopletail, when they visited the busy retailer.

Vitamin Shop

This award-winning
Victoria, B.C. store is
recognized as one of
the best health food
stores in Canada.
From left, long-time
staffers Doug Hart,
Bonnie Elenduik and
Kris Jeffreys with
Stephanie Collins
Sisu, Vancouver
island rep.
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BRAGG SPREADING HEALTH SINCE 1912
®

BRAGG 100% ORGANIC
Try BRAGG Organic
Apple Cider Vinegar
®

Drinks in 6 Tasty Flavors!

Enjoy Delicious Organic

HIPPOCRATES used
Apple Cider Vinegar
in 400 B.C. to Cleanse,
Detox & Heal to achieve
a Longer, Healthier life!

Apple Cider Vinegar Drinks!

16 oz Glass Bottle Gives 2 Servings

“I love BRAGG
Vinegar Drinks.
They’re my secret
of all secrets.”

Apple Cider Vinegar was first
used for its amazing natural
Cleansing, Healing & Energizing
Health Qualities by Hippocrates,
Father of Medicine, in 400 BC. Now
you can get the Health Benefits
of Bragg Apple Cider Vinegar
in an energizing, refreshing
health drink! Ideal for on the go
at work, school, gym or sports.

– KATY PERRY,
Singer

t Certified Organic t Gluten FREE
t Raw & Unfiltered t No GMO’s
t Kosher Certified t No Cane Sugar
t No Preservatives t No Additives
“I give thanks for my
simple, easy-to-follow daily
Bragg Health Program.
You make my days Healthy!”

You’ll love all 6 ACV Drinks!
Get the Health Benefits of Bragg
Vinegar in a tasty refreshing drink!

– CLINT EASTWOOD,
Bragg Follower 65 years

Patricia Bragg, ND, PhD.
Pioneer Health Crusader
Health Educator, Author
YouTube.com/PatriciaBragg

NEW

DELICIOUS
SOY-FREE
Seasoning

10 oz Glass

Paul C. Bragg, ND, PhD.

Originator Health Stores
Life Extension Specialist
BraggHawaiiExercise.com Twitter Instagram Facebook Pinterest

® Dressings & Marinades in 12 oz Glass
16 & 32 oz Glass
& Gallons

16 & 32 oz Glass
& Gallons

6, 10, 16 & 32 oz
& Gallons

Shaker Top

BRAGG.com

800- 6-1990

BRAGG PRODUCTS
AVAILABLE IN HEALTH
& GROCERY STORES
WORLDWIDE
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Fresh stats from Expo West 2018
From what I saw, natural products will soon dominate the shelves
of the conventional grocers, pharmacies and mass outlets.

H

ow well are you merchandised?
Body language and appearance is
the number one factor in determining how well the customer hears you.
Body language = clothes, piercings, hair
colour, tattoos, shoes, expression, smile,
smell, attitude, bounce in step, hands in
pocket; facial hair sells less, especially
for men (can I say that?), attentive, listens
well, slouches, etc. A rule to go by when
it comes to dressing for business: dress
one level up in clothing style, look and
price than your customers do.

Online

Online is
the best thing
to happen to
the natural
product business....yet
causes the
most angst
due to price.
Nothing has
influenced
society more
regarding the
benefits of
living a natural lifestyle by
using clean
o r g a n i c
foods, natural medicine and exercise than social
media…not even Dr Oz!
The reason we now need Nestle,
Clorox, P&G, Pfizer, Kraft, Costco, Walmart, Loblaw’s, Whole Foods and Amazon is to supply the tremendous
consumer demand. Pioneers just did
not have the financing, the large, lowcost distribution networks or logistics experience to carry the industry forward.
With this enormous growth, also comes
the challenge of finding enough trained
managers and staff to provide the passionate, exceptional customer service required to survive in today’s highly
competitive, high expectation, nine-second attention retail store environment.
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by Deane Parkes
About price, MAP, et al - I truly have no
advice...except Walmart and Costco will
always win the price game and eventually the price conscious consumer.

Fresh stats from Expo West 2018

In March, 90,000 vibrant, passionate
natural health business professionals
gathered in Anaheim, CA for the largest
natural products trade show in the world.
If you have not gone, make a point, especially if you think natural products are
in any sort of jeopardy. From what I saw,

Internet
4 per cent
Practitioner
3 per cent
Mail order
2 per cent
(Mass market now dominates the natural
product category while online is predicted to take over the market but is only
4 per cent, less than mullti-level marketing (MLM). Who does MLM anymore?

Top Consumer influencers:

73 per cent - Label
69 per cent - Price reduction/discount
68 per cent - Friends and Relatives
67 per cent - Coupons
64 per cent - Spouse/significant other
63 per cent - Physician/doctor
55 per cent - shelf tag wwith info
49 per cent - Internet/Websites
48 per cent - TV
46 per cent - In-store signage

Veggie soft gels

natural products will soon dominate the
shelves of the conventional grocers,
pharmacies and mass outlets.
Industry Stats These are based on the
US market. Canada is generally eight per
cent to 10 per cent of US sales.
Total Sales in 2017 = $207B (+ 6.5 %)
39 per cent natural organic food, 31 per
cent functional foods, 21 per cent supplements, and 9 per cent natural living.

Sales by Channel:

Mass Market
59 per cent
Natural Specialty 27 per cent
MLM Network
5 per cent
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I was very happy to see quite a few
companies now offering vegetarian soft
gels instead of the current animal
sourced gelatin which contributes to
GMO farming.
They come in two sources: tapioca and
carrageenan. Apparently, tapioca is the
healthier choice. Within the next few
years, all animal sourced soft gels will be
greatly reduced as happened with the
veggie hard gel caps which now dominate the two-piece hard capsule market.
(this was the best news from the show for
me!)
Happy Sales! •

Deane Parkes is an advisor, educator and creator of
consumer demand to the
natural product industry.
He gives seminars, consults to retailers and suppliers, develops sales and
marketing strategies, and
assists in business leadership development
through his company Act Natural Corporation
- Free Range Thinking. Contact him at
deane@deaneparks.com
WWW.CNHR.CA
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NATURAL CALM
SPECIFICS

CALM BALANCE
A CALM-FOCUS DRINK

New Calm Balance is the Calm + Focus drink
with nutrients for peak mental and physical
performance. Featuring multi-award winning,
relaxing Natural Calm magnesium,
Calm Balance also includes:
Magnesium glycinate, for added mental calm
Suntheanine®, a premium form of l-theanine
Choline for brain development
B12 for healthy energy
B6 to enhance mood
D3 for mood, cognition, healthy skin, bones and teeth
Antioxidant vitamin C

Deliciously and naturally berry-ﬂavoured,
the whole family will look forward to taking
Calm Balance every day.

BETTER-TASTING.
BETTER-ABSORBING.
BEST LOVED.
TRY NATURAL CALM BALANCE TODAY.

Linda Bolton
Founder & CEO
Natural Calm Canada

naturalcalm.ca
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Hiring for
J

Success

ames Morrell has over 25 years experience in natural foods retail management. Over those years he’s
done a lot of hiring. I’ve written about hiring in this column before, but for a fresh
perspective, I turned to James, now a

consultant in fresh category management.

What do you look for in a candidate
when you’re hiring?

The resume and past experience are a
starting point but I look for a demonstration of interest and motivation to do the
job. I look at how candidates conduct
themselves throughout the entire hiring
process. How do they respond to phone
and email communications? They often
give subtle cues about how they’ll perform on the job. When contacted, do they
respond right away? Do they seem genuinely excited? Do they ask good questions? Or are there substantial delays in
their responses that aren’t adequately
accounted for?
In interviews, what’s most important to
me is the communication of sincere interest. For a produce staff position, do they
26

by Carolee Colter

talk unprompted about their garden or
cooking or diet? I’m looking for motivational fit—alignment between what people want from the job and what the job
offers. That’s the biggest predictor of
success. When times are tough, when
the work gets
tedious, people who have
a
personal
connection to
the job will
thrive. People
who are there
only for the
paycheck or a
transition to
something
else may not
have the motivation to go
the extra mile,
and will often
perform at the
lowest acceptable level.

Tell me about
a hiring mistake you made and what
you learned from it.

It’s great to make exceptions for people
who lack experience but have the drive.
It’s great to give a break to, say, someone who is really nervous and inarticulate
in the interview. But there have been candidates who looked great on paper and
said the right things, but just wanted a
job to tide them through a career transition. I thought I was doing them a favour
but they thought they were above doing
the actual work and didn’t last the probationary period. I don’t believe people can
be overqualified but they can be undermotivated. I’ve had people with PhDs
who were outstanding employees. It’s not
your degree that gets in the way.

How do you go about training your
new staff?

First, there’s the orientation, including
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a store tour, general expectations and
policies. Then there’s immersion in the
job itself, working alongside an experienced, qualified training partner. Training
should include one-on-one time with the
manager. That’s when I’d give trainees
the global view, the philosophy of the department—this is what we’re striving for,
this is what I’m looking for as a manager,
and my door is always open. This could
be done as a running conversation during a department walk-through. That time
is also a great opportunity for the manager to model customer service on the
floor. I schedule new people to start on a
day when I know a good co-worker will
be there, and I’m sure to be there to welcome the person to the team.
Learning doesn’t stop once a new person is trained. I look for ongoing learning
opportunities, ways to introduce new
concepts and prepare people for success. I used to train the way I like to learn,
and checklists were not exciting to me. I
thought that teaching people the “why”
and “how” would help them look beyond
the list. But some people need the list.
Some people learn better by verbal communication, others by doing. The trainer
has to respond and adapt to how the
trainee learns.
To learn more about James Morrell,
please visit:
http://www.cdsconsulting.coop/consultants/james-morrell/.
Carolee Colter has been
consulting for the natural
foods industry since 1984.
With the involvement of
managers and employees,
she develops staffing
plans, job descriptions, pay
scales, performance evaluations, personnel policies, and training
programs, and conducts employee surveys. you can reach her at www.cdsconsulting.coop/carolee.
WWW.CNHR.CA
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The Best Omega-3
The Carlson Omega-3 Difference
✔ Professional-Strength Omega-3s
✔ Superior Purity & Potency
✔ Ultimate Freshness
✔ Award-Winning Taste
To ensure maximum freshness, The Very Finest Fish Oil™ is
closely managed from sea to store. We source the highest
quality, deep, cold-water fish using traditional, sustainable
methods. The Very Finest Fish Oil is bottled with a touch of
natural vitamin E and is given a nitrogen flush to remove
oxygen and help prevent oxidation. Each teaspoon of The Very
Finest Fish Oil provides 1,600 mg of omega-3s, including EPA
and DHA, which help support cognitive health. Like all Carlson
omega-3s freshness, potency, and purity are guaranteed.

Some of our awards include:

888-234-5656 | www.carlsonlabs.ca

HOles
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Profit

I

t was serious business! My brothers
and I were neck deep in it. We were
digging to China when we were interrupted by the sound of our mother calling
us for dinner.
Digging holes is something that boys
do. As kids, we would dig holes for forts,
holes for adventures, and holes in search
of gold. At the age of three, my son dug
a hole to trap bears.
In business however, when we dig
holes – unless we are in the construction
business – they are usually not good. I
have dug myself some holes as a businessman over the years. The biggest
hole that I dug was hundreds of thousands of dollars deep. These types of
holes don’t happen overnight: they take
lots of planning and many hours of making mistakes, and sometimes years to get
out of.

Find your profit holes
The most common holes in business
are profit holes. Profit holes are those
costs that build up over time and eat
away at the owner’s profits. According to
the National Federation of Independent
Business in the USA, 60 per cent of small
businesses are either not profitable or are
only marginally profitable. To be clear,
the profit in a business is what is left over
after paying all of your expenses. In a
small business, there are many expenses: the cost of goods, labour, insurance, supplies, utilities, computer
equipment, etc. The list is almost endless it seems. Unless we are careful operators of our business, we may find
ourselves among the 60 per cent of businesses where the owners receive very little to speak of in terms of money at the
end of the day.
One of my clients, we will call him Paul
for the sake of this story, owned a health
food store that he ran for several
decades. As he was thinking of selling
the business, he realized that new own-
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ers would probably like a business that
was a little more profitable. Paul started
examining his income and expense
statement with a fine-tooth comb. He discovered several areas in which some of
his costs had crept up over the year. In
one case, he found that he had originally
employed a cleaning company on a contract for a small job for $50 per week.
Over time, they had gradually raised their
prices to $100 per week. He consulted
his employees concerning this job, and

was told that they thought that they had
time to do the contractor’s work as he
was only spending 15 minutes a week in
the building. Profit hole filled = $5,200!!!
Paul kept digging. One day he got a
call from a service provider for debit machines. They told him that he would save
$400 per month if he switched over. Paul
didn’t switch, but he used that call to ask
his current provider to match their rates.
When they agreed, Paul saved an additional $4,800 being lost through a profit
hole.
When Paul plugged these two profit
holes, he saved himself $10,000 per
year. For a small business owner,
$10,000 a year can be very significant.
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Not only did Paul enjoy that money immediately, but he increased the value of his
business at the same time. Potential buyers always want a profitable business!
When we are looking for ways to reduce our expenses and plug profit holes,
we need to look through each and every
area of the business. We must ask ourselves how we can reduce our costs in
this area. In my book Profit Yourself
Healthy, I identified 107 different ways
that small business owners can reduce
their
expenses.
These include reducing costs in
areas such as
labour,
energy,
consulting fees, insurance, travel exp e n s e s ,
maintenance, and
more. Sometimes
we can eliminate
an
expense.
Often times by putting the product or
service out for tender again, we can
lower our costs.
The trick is to look
at the largest expense areas first, and figure out ways
that we can create efficiencies.
The longer we have been in business,
the more profit holes we can find. Like
Paul, we let little expenses build up over
time and the result is an erosion of our
profits. It’s easy to dig holes but sometimes it’s much easier to fill them. •

Dave Fuller MBA, Certified
Professional
Business
Strategist and Coach helps
health food entrepreneurs
build dreams successfully.
Need help with yours?
Please email dave@profityourselfhealthy.com.

WWW.CNHR.CA
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Engaging staff
during expansion

A

n expansion project can be incredibly exciting for your staff but also
incredibly difficult for them to navigate. Communication, participation and
involvement at the right time is critical for
the happiness and engagement of your
staff. This checklist is designed to help
you think about how to communicate with
your staff, when to communicate and
where they can offer the most valuable
input.

Feasibility

It’s full steam ahead! If you don’t already have a feasibility plan, you soon
will. You are not yet ready to announce
an expansion project – after all, this is
only feasibility – so the communication to
your staff must be well thought out and
precise so there is no confusion or tension. Here is a quick checklist of ways to
approach the project feasibility:

In the staff newsletter and/or email,
let them know that you are looking
at expanding what the store is offering to
its customers. Especially during the feasibility stage, you want your staff to keep
an open mind. Expansion is not only
physical space and you don’t want your
staff to think it is.
Set up tours of other stores to show
staff the different kinds of growth
and expansion. Ask them to write down
a few key takeaways so you can have
some data for a baseline of desires. Encourage photos and notes.
After the tours, have a staff meeting
(or a few) to go over the tour highlights, photos and takeaways. Facilitate
an exercise that lets staff imagine what
an expansion project at your store might
look like. Don’t be surprised if staff is centered around their own department –
that’s ok and you can use it!
As you work with outside resources
on feasibility, store design and category management (to name a few!) be
sure to set up a meet-and-greet with the
appropriate staff so the consultant knows
how to engage staff during the feasibility
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by Nicole Klimek
process. A design charette or forum or
some one-on-one meetings will go a long
way for staff participation.

Full steam ahead!

While your staff is dreaming of all the
possibilities, you are steadily working
with your leadership team to collect the
data and resources you’ll need to make
sure the project is feasible. After you
have the financials and store plan in
place, and you decide to move forward
with the project, you can let staff know!
They won’t be surprised, of course, but
by now, you’ve worked through multiple
scenarios and know which direction the
store is heading – and just how large the
project is going to be.
Announce the expansion project in
a fun way – either with a plan for
marketing materials, more details about
the project or maybe some slices from
your future pizza program.
Make sure staff knows their valuable
input was taken into consideration
with the feasibility plans and that while
there will be tweaks, the overall scheme
is complete. That way, they know what is
expected of them, but also that you can
not make multiple, large changes to the
plan that was created.
Engage them in areas that CAN be
modified and changed! Interior design, programming, menu planning,
product mix. . the list is endless!

The customers want to know!

As you prepare to announce your
plans to your customers, you can
have your staff be ambassadors of the
project. Have them work on in-store marketing (with the marketing team), design
new swag to wear during announcement
week and other fun, funky ways of being
engaged and showing owners that
staff/management are aligned.
You will no doubt want an event to
showcase the plans. Planning a series of smaller events or one large event
is a great way to utilize staff skills and en-
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ergy in a positive way. Task team leaders
with one special (sale, sample new products, demo, coupons, etc) event per day
for a week and/or one large event to unveil the new fixture plan, product mix or
any other changes. Have lots of visuals
and lots of great swag, food and beverages.

Project is progressing

Depending on the type and scale of
project, this thing could take awhile!
You want to keep up the excitement but
the energy level isn’t easy to sustain.
Keep images, plans and ideas open and
available to staff during design development and implementation. That can be
with weekly/monthly status meetings, a
blog dedicated to the project or some
other type of staff marketing driven to engagement and participation.
In the weeks leading up to the big
unveil, make sure staff is engaged
in planning for the implementation, no
matter the size. Task them with coordinating plans for new menu items, a re-set
or gathering volunteers for a ribbon cutting.
No matter the size or scale, it’s important to maintain the balance of keeping
the project under ‘control’ with staff participation and making sure staff is not left
in the dark. You want to engage the right
people at the right times and plan things
that will not only inspire but be useful to
the project as a whole. You don’t have
the time to waste on non-productive
events or marketing campaigns! •

Nicole Klimek’s area of expertise is marketing, store planning
and interior design. Her special
focus is helping food cooperatives with their design needs.
Over the years, she has also
helped many independently
owned grocery stores. you can contact her at
NicoleKlimek@cdsconsulting.coop.
WWW.CNHR.CA
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Next Issue:
July-August

Learn more about
our industry suppliers

Since 1997, CNHR has established itself as the magazine
focused solely on traditional health food stores. Over the
years, the pages of CNHR have featured hundreds of these
stores, from all across the country. We’ve read about their
triumphs, learned about the challenges they have had to
overcome and seen the photos of their stores and the
people who work there.
Our industry suppliers have stories, too… of their early
days getting started, of building teams, of sourcing
manufacturing equipment, searching for the right raw
materials and developing the products that eventually
make their way into your store.
We think retailers would like to hear these stories.
So, our July-August issue is now our Supplier Proﬁle issue.
Every one of our advertisers in that issue is given the
opportunity to “tell their story.” It makes for interesting
reading to travel to the farms and labs and manufacturing
facilities via the pages of CNHR.

CNHR’s service team: helping suppliers

Katherine Stevens and Candace Sicari are CNHR’s account
managers. They help industry suppliers get their ad
messages onto the pages of CNHR. Equally important, they
work with advertisers to share their news in our Trade Talk
section and their new product news in our Product Proﬁle
department. Katherine and Candace are experienced and
well positioned to help advertisers get their sales message,
news and new products into the pages of CNHR. If you’d
like to explore how CNHR can help you get your message
into virtually every health food store in Canada – where it is
read by more than 10,000 store owners, buyers, managers
and sales staﬀ – contact Katherine or Candace.

Feature Store July-August:

Avril Supermarché Santé

If you’ve visited or seen photos of any of the
Avril locations in Quebec, you know this is a
retailer who is presenting natural health
solutions in a very diﬀerent way. Owners
Sylvie Senay and Rolland Tanguay share
their vision and their reasons behind creating
these stylish retail stores in major centres
throughout the province.

Get your own free copy of CNHR Magazine

If you work in a health food store and you’d like to receive your
own personal copy of CNHR Magazine for free, please email
donna@cnhr.ca. CNHR goes to stores across the country, but
we’ve learned that sometimes a store needs more than one
copy. If you’re a store owner, manager, buyer or part of the
sales team and you want your own copy, send Donna your
name, store name and address. We’ll add you to our database.

CNHR podcast: news, interviews

If you haven’t heard the CNHR Radio Hour podcast, check it
out. I am joined by long-time CNHR columnist Deane Parkes as
co-host. We delve into industry news, address hot topics and
welcome fascinating guests on every show as we further
explore the events and issues taking place in our amazing and
ever changing industry. There’s always lots to talk about!
Find the CNHR podcast at cnhr.ca and at cnhr.podcast.com.
Got a topic idea? Email me at bruce@cnhr.ca. Bruce W. Cole

New product editor

If you are an industry supplier and you’d like to have your
new product mentioned in CNHR, contact Mary Walsh.
As new product editor, she is always looking for new
products to mention in her column. CNHR also has
extremely aﬀordable rates to suit all budgets to help
suppliers place a product in our Product Proﬁles page:
a colour image and product description for only $450.

cnhr.podomatic.com
Joins Us Every Month For...

NEWS • EVENTS • INTERVIEWS • LAUGHS

Katherine Stevens
katherine@cnhr.ca
647/975-3370

Candace Sicari
candace@cnhr.ca
705/209-9280

Mary Walsh
mary@cnhr.ca
416/244-8332

SCAN NOW TO
LISTEN TO THE SHOW

For more information...
If you have any NEWS items, suggestions
or if you would like to be a guest on our
show please contact
Bruce W. Cole at bruce@cnhr.ca or
Deane Parkes at deane@deaneparkes.com
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What Mass Gets Right
by James Gordon and Mike Rowe

O

ur last article relayed the story of
how independent bookstores
continue to thrive by focusing on
overall customer experience, even while
the presence of Amazon has decimated
its larger national competitors. With massive closures in multiple industries and
the obvious effect Amazon has had on
the retail landscape, we’re going to make
a controversial statement:
“Amazon is NOT destroying retail.”

What it is doing is using technology to
help solve the information asymmetry that
exists within the retail supply chain.
What?

Well, only the consumer knows what
they truly want, when they want it, how far
they are willing to go for it and what they
are willing to pay for it. They hold all the
information, thus forcing manufacturers
to “guess” how much to produce, what to
price it at, where to sell it and so forth.
However, with real jobs and profits on the
line, guessing is obviously not an ideal
solution.
Manufacturers and retailers first hired
advertisers to address this asymmetry,
by literally telling consumers what they
wanted – to quote Don Draper, “What you
call love was invented by guys like me, to
sell nylons.” The last half of the twentieth
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century saw the adoption of television
mesh with post-war economics to create
consumerism and a market where needs
became wants and products could be
“pushed” down the supply chain and on
to consumers. The practice of marketing
was birthed, which developed tools and
techniques to better understand wants
and needs and to gather consumer information. However, this data was partial or
segmented and the push principle remained: marketers merely became better
at convincing consumers to consume.
However, in the early 1990s, around the
time Amazon was founded, the flow of information through the retail supply chain
began to be inverted. With the rise of
much larger data
storage capacities and faster
processing
power, a new approach to retail
was developed.
This enabled organizations like
Amazon to collect data on a
considerably
vaster scale. By
recording anyone who visits or
uses their site,
tracking shopping
habits,
measuring advertising success
rates and coordinating all of this data into a new array of
metrics, they were able to better understand consumer demand. Their goal to
be the best customer service organization on the planet through understanding
what their customers truly wanted was
now achievable. “Provide the right product in the right place at the right time for
the right price,” became a feasible strategy rather than a vision statement.
This and the challenge presented by etailing has caused major retailers to rapidly change practices. Some tried to
respond by following their old playbook,
relying on a combination of marketing
campaigns and coupons to lure cus-
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What Amazon and
mass get right is their
ability to collect data
and use it to better
understand consumer
demand and improve
their retail supply chain.
tomers into stores. The experience of
Sears here in Canada is proof of the effectiveness of such an approach – companies who were not able to evolve were
forced to close their doors.
Others, however, responded differently.
WalMart, rather than discounting or using
promotional campaigns, focussed their
considerable resources on data collection and analysis – something Amazon
was doing better than anyone else in the
retail sector. Today, WalMart processes
2.5 petabytes of customer data every
hour, the equivalent of 50 million filing
cabinets worth of printed pages. By
streaming such a large volume of information at such a phenomenal velocity,
they can instantly understand their customers and “pull” information from them
directly. This is then shared with their retail locations to address local issues, and
with supply chain partners to enable efficiency and lower costs. By pulling actual
demand, they remove variables from the
equation, meaning the manufacturer only
needs to match the lead time of the entire
chain with the demand to continually replenish.
“Amazon is NOT destroying retail.”
They are just forcing it to evolve.

It remains a fact that people still like
stores. E-commerce is growing at about
one per cent per year but still only accounted for eight per cent of total retail
sales last year. So, 92 cents of every retail dollar spent in the US and about 94
in Canada was in a brick and mortar
store. In response, online-only retailers
WWW.CNHR.CA
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94 cents of every retail dollar spent in Canada was in a brick and mortar store
are opening physical locations (even Amazon). The goal of the
retail supply chain, having the right product in the right place
at the right price, holds true and will continue to do so, whether
you’re a global retailer or a pop-up sandwich store. What Amazon and mass get right is their ability to collect data and use it
to better understand consumer demand and improve their retail
supply chain.
Quite obviously, this confers on mass a huge advantage over
the independent health food sector. Information helps minimize
inventory investment, allows value creation with margin compression and enables mass to avoid losing a sale because a
product wasn’t in the right place at the right time. This is why
WalMart spends hundreds of millions of dollars collecting, analyzing and using data. Knowing how your customer behaves
provides a now calculable benefit in any retail sector, and even
in one as idiosyncratic as ours, data analysis provides a tangible competitive advantage; one that mass retail is leveraging.
Helping our independent retailers overcome that advantage
is the driving purpose behind HFiNsights.
Next time, we will introduce the term ‘predictive analytics.’ It’s
an important principle and one that, we think, is not widely understood. As well, we’ll look at the concept of explanatory analytics and how we’re starting to use it to benefit our Health First
Network members. •
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product profiles
Energy Boost

Each thirst-quenching serving of Ester-C Energy Boost provides 1000 mg of immuneboosting Ester-C, energizing B vitamins and
electrolytes in each single-serve packet. Also
available in orange, wildberry, lemon-lime and
pina colada. Optional display box to sell packets individually. For more information, call
800/663-4163 or visit sisu.com.

Herpanacine Skin Support
Clear Skin Naturally!

Millions of thrilled men, women and children
have achieved healthy, outbreak-free skin with
the award-winning Herpanacine Skin Support.
A powerful blend of quality non-GMO, glutenfree ingredients work internally to attack all of
the triggers of a skin outbreak. Naturopath formulated for optimal resorts. Clear skin, blood
cleansing, immune support and more… Herpanacine has been safely changing lives for over
27 years! Voted #1 Skin Supplement again and
again, because it works!
diamondformulas.com

Natural formulations to
support women’s health

Bell Lifestyle features essential formulations for various aspects of women’s health. Bell’s Bladder &
Yeast Infection formula helps fight yeast infections
and alleviate urinary tract infections (UTIs). The
GMO-free and allergen-free natural ingredients
keep your bladder walls clean and healthy, making
it easy for your body to flush out waste.
Discover more natural health products at:
belllifestyleproducts.ca.

Two new probiotics
just for women

Advanced gut health probiotic women’s
daily was specially formulated with 15
strains to promote women’s health. To help
prevent a UTI, advanced gut health probiotic women’s UTI contains 15 balanced
strains plus organic whole fruit CRAN
naturelle cranberry.
Learn more at genuinehealth.com.

Apple cider vinegar
drink to go

Apple cider vinegar has been highly regarded
throughout history. Now you can enjoy Bragg Organic Apple Cider Vinegar in a convenient refreshing drink in seven tasty flavours! Take on the
road, to work, school, gym, and sports! Each 16
oz glass bottle contains two servings.
For more info, visit Bragg.com.
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Relief of nervous tension
and acts as a sleep aid

New WomenSense SomniSense combines four main
herbal extracts – passionflower, skullcap, California
poppy and linden flower to help relieve symptoms of
nervousness and support uninterrupted, restful sleep.
Hawthorn berry, an additional ingredient in SomniSense, helps provide relief of nervous tension and
acts as a sleep aid. SomniSense is vegan, non-GMO,
third-party tested and certified, and is gluten, dairy
and sugar-free.
888-8269625/womensense.com

Award winning magnesium

Available in great tasting fruit
flavours, Natural Calm’s award
winning magnesium is now
proven more absorbable in a new
clinical trial. Try speciality Calm
Plus Calcium, Calm Kids or Calmful Sleep. Or choose MagTherapy
to increase your magnesium levels through the skin.
naturalcalm.ca

POS systems

ACCEO offers powerful management
solutions and POS systems. The
ACCEO Smart Vendor team provides
complete POS and inventory management systems to specialty retailers,
such as health food stores.
acceo.com

Skin, Hair & Nails

Sisu Skin, Hair & Nails nourishes and helps rejuvenate the body from the inside out. It combines clinically-validated ingredients including highly-purified
Hyabest hyaluronic acid developed to promote skin
health and rejuvenation, and nutrients to help repair
and promote strong hair and nails.
For more information, call 800/663-4163
or visit sisu.com.

Create healthy hair
from within

Since 1996, Hair Force has been a top seller for
Prairie Naturals! Create beautiful, healthy hair from
within. Prairie Naturals Hair Force synergistically
combines 22 natural nutrients recognized for their
role in restoring, healing and nourishing hair. Now
you can stimulate maximum growth of the hair
follicle while minimizing hair loss. The combined
effect of these vitamins, minerals and nutrient
co-factors directly counteracts the hair damaging
negatives caused by stress, illness, hormonal
imbalances and other health and environmental
concerns.
prairienaturals.ca
WWW.CNHR.CA
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product profiles

Natural Factors’ Whole Earth and Sea

Natural Factors’ Whole Earth & Sea Multis are now available in a new size:
120 tablet size. This raw, whole-food bioenergetic formula is made with
farm-fresh, organic, and sustainably grown non-GMO ingredients. They are
suitable for vegans and vegetarians. Two dollars from each bottle sold goes
to the Plant a Seed & See What Grows Foundation. For more information,
visit wholeearthsea.com; or call 888/566-4404.

Increase sales and profits

CNHR columnist and business coach Dave Fuller has written a
book called Profit Yourself Healthy. The book has been designed
to help business owners and managers, increase sales and profits, deal with cash flow issues, develop strategies for future expansions, manage people issues, implement systems, reduce
cost overruns, and plan for exit and succession. For more info,
visit unstuckstrategies.com.

Methylated B complex
and theanine & magnesium

Veeva’s mental health mission continues with
an impressive high potency Methylated B
Complex with Alkaline C, and a high potency
Theanine & Magnesium Bisglycinate Chelate.
Look it up at veeva.ca. They might just become your favourites.
Contact: trevor@veeva.ca.

Pure Magnesium Chloride Flakes

NOW® Solutions 100% Pure Magnesium Chloride Flakes are
derived from the ancient Zechstein seabed in the Netherlands,
one of the world’s purest remaining subterranean mineral
sources. Our pure magnesium flakes improve skin hydration,
and make a soothing addition to bath water and foot baths.
One cup of flakes contains approximately 19 grams of elemental
magnesium. puresource.ca

PREVIEW: What’s happening in CNHR – September-October issue
We head back to the west coast and visit some of Vancouver Island’s best stores.
Community Farm Store,
Duncan B.C.

Started on a farm in 1993, it moved
into a small location in downtown Duncan in 2003 before relocating to its current and much largeer location in 2014.

Edible Island Whole Foods
Market, Courtenay, B.C.

Sidney Natural Foods
Sidney, B.C.

Has been serving the Comox Valley
since 1980, when health food was still
considered a fringe concept.
The store originated in a barn!

Preview of CHFA East
MTCC Toronto
September 13-16
WWW.CNHR.CA

Sidney Natural Foods is celebrating its
40th anniversary in October this year.
Caroline Geoghegan is celebrating
25 years as the owner.

CNHR’s Pre-Show Buzz:
What the suppliers are
featuring at the show

Latest industry news, our
great columnists and all
the new products
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wow!

Healthyway co-owners
Donna and Will Pakosz

Healthyway prioritizes

Pakosz Family turns an abandoned downtown fast food restaurant in
Campbell River, B.C. into a beautiful retail space – both inside and out.

W

hen the Pakosz family was planning a new building to move
their health food store to, they all
had the same word at the top of their
wish list: wow.
After years of continually outgrowing
the space at a strip mall, the owners of
Healthyway Natural Foods in Campbell
River. B.C. – Donna and Will, and Will’s
parents Kay and Bill – made up their
minds to create something big enough
for now and for the future, and they
wanted it to be special.
“We aimed to create a ‘wow’ factor
when customers walked through the
door,” says Will. “We wanted our merchandising and store layout to have an
intelligent plan.”
The family’s vision has worked. There
are lots of wows with Healthyway, and it
starts outside. The building exterior has
many elements borrowed from the region, utilizing wooden posts, cedar shingles, stone and barnboard at the
entrance way.
The wows come fast and furious as you
enter the store and look toward the supplement department. Brightly coloured
wooden crates are used prominently in
displays and end caps. Product is aug-
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mented by things like wicker baskets
and handbags, flowers and live plants.
A few open umbrellas hang from the ceiling. The aisles are wide and the lighting
is good.
Donna is quick to duck the spotlight regarding the store’s look. She credits
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each department’s manager and their
teams for creating attractive and distinctive displays. “The entire team contributes to the look. Will and I have a
vision, but lots of other people helped
bring it to fruition. They take pride in their
work environment and do all they can to
make it better.”
Donna points to supplement manager
Kira Neumann as the perfect example.
“Kira is a great department manager,
and she is also an accomplished artist
away from work. This comes through in
how she makes things look in her department. We have lots of people on our
team who have a creative hobby or skill
away from work. I think what they are
doing is creating a place they want to
come to work in.”
Another strong contributor to the store’s
creative efforts is grocery manager
Lance Surina. Fairly new to the Healthyway team, he is a native of Campbell
River. He was lured back to his hometown from a job at Whole Foods in Vancouver, and with him he brought some
good ideas for creating appealing displays, end caps and case stacks, says
Will. “Lance has helped push our merchandising expertise…he has really conWWW.CNHR.CA
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tributed in this area.”
Will says this focus on wowing customers has worked. “Many customers
don’t realize what they are looking at but
they do feel it.”
Will’s connection to the business came
in 1993 when his parents Kay and Bill
bought an existing health food store in
town and re-named it Healthyway Vitamins Plus. “It was 600 sq. ft.,” recalls
Will. “I joined as a part-time receiver in
1995. It was just a summer job while I
was going to school, but I ended up
never leaving.”
As his parents neared retirement, they
proposed to Will that he take over the
store. Knowing it was a big job, Will consulted with Donna to gauge her interest
in joining him. At the time, Donna was
just finishing up a degree in social work.
They both saw the store as a great opportunity, so they took it.

Out of space!
Like many retailers, Healthyway moved
because they needed more space. They
had literally outgrown their original store
in a strip mall many times over, growing
from 600 sq. ft. to 3,400 sq. ft. “Our first
store had four expansions,” recalls Will.
“All we could do was take over the unit
or half-unit next door when they came
available. We were enjoying growth, but
we couldn’t keep up. It just wasn’t practical or functional anymore to try and
grow this way.” With no where else to
grow, a total lack of office space and a
desire to have a more updated space,
Donna and Will began to look for a new
site.
Their wish list consisted of two points:
a spacious rental space with adequate
parking, but their search resulted in nothing. They found it virtually impossible to
find a good commercial property in
Campbell River to meet their needs. So,
they changed their thinking and began
to look for a building they could buy.
One location they found had some positives: it was downtown and it had a great
parking lot with three points of entry and
space for 25 vehicles.
That said, it
needed major work. “It was the site of a
former Arby’s fast food restaurant,” recalled Donna. “The lot had been neglected – it was totally overgrown. It really
was a stain on the downtown. It took a lot
of vision to imagine how it would look.”
Donna and Will were not discouraged
by the downside: they bought the property in partnership with his parents and
went to work.
Will sketched what he thought they
could do with the building. “We had to
hire an architect…and he did a good job
of conveying our vision, plus he incorpoWWW.CNHR.CA

rated some of his
own ideas.” They
used the existing
Arby’s shell, gutted
it and began making changes to suit
their needs.
By the end, the
Pakoszs
had
brought their vision
to reality. “The finished product is
very close to the
original sketch I
made,” says Will.
The store measures 6,000 sq. ft.,
counting the back room and
café (a brand new feature at
Healthyway). There is now a
second floor and it houses the
store’s office and staff room,
taking up roughly 1,200 sq. ft.

yoga studio
The remaining 1,500 sq. ft.
on the second floor is taken up
by a yoga studio. “We wanted
to create a destination that
could offer other health opportunities for our customers,”
said Donna. “We secured a
renter before we started to
build. We thought it would be
an attractive location for another business, being above a
health food store in the downtown area. I think it has been
a benefit to both our businesses.”
The new and improved
Healthyway has created a
positive ripple throughout the
town, says Donna. “It was definitely well received. City employees were happy with the
development: we took a rundown eye-sore and improved
it. The rest of the
community has always been supportive. Existing
customers loved
everything.
The
new store provides
a better shopping
experience, we’re
offering more selection, more food
products, our new
meals to go, and
with the added
space, it’s much
Continued on
Page 38
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“We aimed to create a ‘wow’ factor when customers walked through the door,” said Will Pakosz.
“We wanted our merchandising and store layout
to have an intelligent plan.”

Healthyway

Continued from
Page 37

easier to maneuver. It seems as if everyone was pretty happy with everything we
did.”

Design finalist
“The store was a finalist in an architectural award design contest,” says Will,
adding, “When we opened, we made the
front page of the local newspaper. People loved our story…a family business
growing from 600 sq. ft. to a new 6,000
sq. ft. location. We still get a lot of kudos
from our community and out-of-towners.”
Since completion of the project, Donna
and Will have been happy to consult with
other local businesses who are going
through their own commercial developments by sharing their experiences.
Healthyway is the only traditional health
food store in town, but like all retailers,
faces competition from drug and mass.
Campbell River is the last major urban
centre for people travelling to the north
part of Vancouver Island. With a population of just over 35,000 (2016 census), it
38

serves the locals, people heading north
and the residents of the nearby islands
of Quadra and Cortez. “North of us,
services are sparse,” explains Will. “We
get a lot of out of town shoppers.”

Area growth
Where Campbell River’s economy at
one time was resource-based, with commercial fishing and logging, it has now
evolved more into tourism, including
sport fishing. “The local mill closed
down several years ago, although we still
have a mine west of us,” says Will. “The
population is growing. There are other
developments going on. There’s new
home construction, and some large
apartment buildings going up. The new
hospital build has brought in people, the
same as a dam project. These have all
helped with local growth.”
As the population grows, Will says the
pressure is on to find staff for the store.
“That is probably our biggest challenge
these days…finding the right people with
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the specialized knowledge base. We’ve
had to be flexible at times and be creative in moving people from other departments.” Donna agrees that filling all the
positions has become more difficult as
the store has grown.
She says staff
member Jessi Vanderveen is the type of
employee Healthway – or any store –
would love to have. “Jessi has been on
board for 15 years, and she can trouble
shoot in any deptartment. She is trustworthy, loyal and dependable. Currently,
Healthyway has 35 people on staff, either
full or part time.

Adding the café
One of the trickier, more complex additions to the store’s staff came with the
challenge of opening the café. “For
years, people had been asking us to
open a café, a place where people could
get a healthy lunch,” explains Donna.
“Neither of us had a restaurant background, just a passion for cooking and
good food.” In fact, it was the last thing

WWW.CNHR.CA
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LEFT: Assistant cafe manager
ABOVE: Kristi Walker (left)
Jodie Spodzieja (left) and line cook Renee and Diane Hogan of the
Heaton can handle the heat in the kitchen. supplement department.
Below, Jodie prepares a take-out order.

Owners Donna and Will Pakosz (right) credit each department manager and
their teams for creating Healthyway’s attractive displays, including grocery
manager Lance Surina (left) and supplement manager Kira Neumann.
we added when we built the store. And
we knew we had to get the right person
in to run it and make it a success.”
Will and Donna feel they were fortunate
to attract Ralf Spodzieja, a Red Seal certified chef, to run the café, along with his
wife Jodie. “Ralf and Jodie have owned
their own business and have worked in
high end resort kitchens. For now, they
are appreciating an improved quality of
life working in a healthier and less stressful work environment.”

Café a hit with customers
The café itself has turned out to be
something of a home run for the store,
said Will. “It has brought in lots of new
customers. The big draw now is the
downtown lunch crowd. People come in
and grab a bowl of soup and sandwich.
The cafe adheres to values that are congruent with the store. There is a focus on
local products and mostly organic ingreWWW.CNHR.CA

dients. The cafe tries to offer options to
satisfy most dietary choices from vegan
and gluten-free to ethically raised animal
proteins and good old fashioned comfort
foods that have been ‘healthed-up’ a bit.
We are getting good feedback from our
health conscious customers.”

Better management structure
Because of the store’s growth the past
two years, it became necessary to create
department managers.
“As we’ve
evolved and changed, the store works
better now that it is more departmentalized,” said Donna. “The result is we’ve
created leadership roles for some of our
people. We have regular leadership
meetings to discuss concepts. We give
a lot of autonomy to our leaders and they
do the same with their teams.”
It has been a learning experience for
the couple in the past few years, said
Will, and they plan more of the same for

the near future. “It takes a lot of hard
work. You’re constantly evaluating, innovating, renovating… we always want to
keep moving forward.”

“Keep moving forward”
Donna concurs: “It is a state of constant
evolution. We grew so fast the last couple of years, we are always looking for
ways to be more efficient. After the
growth in sales and the size of the team,
it was time to shore up the foundation
again. We went back to reviewing and
revising policy and procedure and putting it to paper so that it could be a resource to the team and reduce some of
the redundancy in training new hires.
Will sums it up: “If you’re not moving forward, you are moving backward. We
have to keep moving forward. We've
worked really hard, and we keep working
hard. We care about our business and
we are always trying to make it better.” •
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